
Sample Business Op-Ed
 

This op-ed was written by local businesses and distributed across New Mexico. This is

an example of something that businesses are doing to promote the census, but

should not be used again — it is a sample of something that you can do as well. If you

want to write an op-ed about the census but don’t know where to start, reach out to

us! We’ll be happy to help you out. Send an email to census@mediadesknm.com or

call (505) 331-8836.

 

The Census will Help Fuel our Economic Recovery.

A collaborative piece by local businesses across the state of New Mexico. 

 

It’s a distressing time to be a local business. As we’re all navigating this public health

crisis, we’re figuring out how to balance our family-time, our jobs, our new at-home

routines, and how to sustain our economy. And, just like you, we’re all worried about

the future of New Mexico.

 

Amid all of this uncertainty, it’s hard to focus on anything other COVID-19. But, there is

something worth giving some of our attention to: the 2020 Census. 

 

As we prepare to start the long journey towards economic recovery, business owners

and patrons alike can take a collective step to ensure the health of our economy just

by filling out the census. It’s a simple step, but it’s one we desperately need right now.

Each of our responses bring resources to New Mexico for an entire decade. That’s 10

years of supporting small businesses, 10 years of tuition programs for two- and four-

year colleges, and 10 years of Head Start to springboard the education of our next

generation of chefs, entrepreneurs, and welders. 

 

The census is a simple count of everyone in the United States that helps determine

how federal funding and congressional representation are distributed within the US.

This federal funding supports our schools, roads, community health programs and

public safety. Where there are more people, there are more needs for resources and

representation. 

 

With that weight, we agree that the 2020 Census matters to everyone in New Mexico,

and we need everyone in our state to be counted. However, 43% of New Mexico is

considered hard-to-count—the highest percentage in the U.S. This is, in part, because

we are a highly-rural state with many low-income households and low statewide

internet access. 
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Additionally, 17.8 percent of our state’s residents can only respond once they’ve

received a hand-delivered form and due to COVID-19 that activity has been delayed. If

you are one of these households, don’t worry, you haven’t missed your chance to

participate. You should receive your form soon from the Census Bureau.  

 

While there are various barriers for New Mexico’s residents to participate in the

census, it is incredibly important that we accurately count every one. An accurate

count in the census enables small companies like us to make data-driven business

decisions about potential customers, the products and services we buy, and the best

locations to open a new office or store. Simply put, our participation in the census can

help fuel and sustain New Mexico’s economy for the next decade. 

 

From the 2010 Census, New Mexico’s small businesses received over $14 million in

loans every year which have allowed us to sustain our local developments and spur

economic growth. It is estimated that the 2020 Census count will bring $115,337,795 in

Small Business Development to New Mexico—but only if everyone is counted. 

 

“At a time where many of us feel helpless in facing these tremendous problems,” Ernie

C’debaca, President of the Albuquerque Hispano Chamber Of Commerce, wrote in a

recent OpEd, “the census is the one area where we have individual control.”

 

While we are all treading through a new and uncharted way of life of working from

home, with restricted access to businesses and limited contact with our friends and

loved ones, our participation in the census can make us feel a little more certain

about the future of our communities. 

 

The census can be completed online, over the phone, or by mail. So while we all

remain at home to keep our state healthy, you can also keep businesses healthy by

taking 10 minutes to count everyone in your household.

 

Getting through this public health emergency will take solidarity, patience, and

forward-thinking. If we can all work to ensure an accurate census count, we

guarantee our state has the federal funding that will stimulate business growth in

years to come.

 

Complete the census as soon as you receive your invitation or form from the U.S.

Census Bureau. New Mexico’s children, adults and businesses depend on it.
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